
Abstract

Conclusions

At Robins Air Force Base, in the Engineering Maintenance department, a

problem has been identified in the management of labor. Equipment /

machineries used in the production area suffer from high downtime and poor

reliability when manufacturing parts for the aircraft fleet. Most of the

equipment / processes show to be automated and have complex systems,

which require specific skills on employees to be able to provide support.

Results show a deficiency on technician’s skills targeting automated systems.

Similarly, it is shown that the current structure in which the workshops are

organized (electricians’ workshop, electronics technicians’ workshop,

mechanics workshop, etc.) is not the most efficient. This project seeks to

improve the structure in which the workshops are currently organized in order

to improve the availability and reliability of the equipment / processes in the

production area. The analysis shows that multi-skill team building would be

the most efficient maintenance strategy.
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The creation of multi-skill teams shows to be the best strategy to be applied

in the management of job assignments and man-power allocation to improve

the productivity, reliability and availability of the processes / equipment. The

equipment/process with the lowest availability and reliability turns out to be

automated equipment, which requires more varied and specific skills from the

maintenance department for an efficient and effective support. As future jobs,

it is suggested to investigate how to achieve, from top management, changes

in the work culture, training resources, salary analysis and structures for

conducting interviews to achieve employees with multiple skills and to

facilitate the creation of multi-disciplinary teams.

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) is a maintenance strategy applied in

most industries today. This strategy wants to optimize the maintenance

program of any production or manufacturing. By implementing a specific

maintenance strategy on the assets in the production lines, the RCM improves

their performance. At Robins Air Force Base in Warner Robins Georgia, the

Department of Maintenance Support has as its primary task ensure the

efficiency, availability and reliability of the equipment or machines used in

production by performing Reliability-Based Maintenance strategies. One of

the problems identified is the man-power allocation system for the work

orders submitted by the production department, causing low reliability and

availability in production processes/equipment. The objective for this project

is to determine the most applicable and cost-effective Industrial Plant

Equipment (IPE) maintenance strategy for labor shops in order to improve

production support.
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The objective of this project will be achieved by performing an in-depth

analysis of equipment type/classification and current maintenance

performance history. Based on this analysis, a comprehensive maintenance

approach will be determined with the following strategies (explorative) in

mind:

• Multi-skilled maintenance teams by asset/system type (CNC, Robotics,

etc.)

• Shops division labors (not multi-skilled) that can be assigned to any

maintenance request (currently structured).

• A hybrid approach with combination of the above.

• Operator/maintenance position blended (more ownership & familiarity)

Results

The results of the analysis of these metrics are observed in Figure 1 and Table 6,

where it shows those assets that have failed to meet the goals of the maintenance

department in the availability results. Assets with availability of less than 95%

(Maintenance Department goal is > 95%) are, for the most part, automated

equipment that requires knowledge and skills in multiple areas. The assets present

in Table 6 are of priority 5, which indicates that they are high-use machinery and

that they are required to be in optimal conditions to avoid loss of time in

production.

In order to analyze the performance of the different workshops, the

maintenance department has established certain metrics which must be

executed. These metrics are availability and reliability.

• Improve availability of critical assets to >95%

• Reliability: Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) > 30 days

where:

MTBF = Mean Time Between Failure

MTTR = Mean Time To Recovery

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹

𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹−𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅
  

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
 

  

Figure 2 and Table 7 show those assets with reliability results less than 30

days. In other words, these priority 5 assets have not been able to be in

production for more than 30 days without failure. Like the assets in Figure 1

and Table 6, these are mostly automated equipment.

Analysis Approach

Results - Continuation

The probability that effective work will be done is 90%. Each of the tasks in

Figure 3 has a 90% chance of success. Once we know that, we can calculate

the probability that all the work is correct using the simple probability

formula. Therefore, observing the results of equation, the final result is a 59%

probability that the work is done correctly.

Figure 4 shows the same 5 task work but with team creation. In Figure 4,

Technician 1 is doing the job, supported by two other technicians from the

team. Each person adds their useful contribution according to their skill. Each

task is one parallel activity. This structure also has a mathematical formula to

calculate the possibility.

Using P parallel equation, we would find that with three people, each with

90% probability of accuracy, parallel probability gives us a correct task

99.9% of the time, and the job is correct 99.5% of the time. By equating tasks

with a team, the results change 59% chance that the job is correct when the

person works alone, up to 99.9% with a team of subject matter experts

working together.

This section was performed on the following sequence. First, equipment type

/ classification analysis where the computerized platform of the maintenance

department is used to extract the data and information of the equipment

according to the type and its classification. Secondly, the IPE (Industrial Plant

Equipment) priority calcification.

The highest priority processes turned out to be the following:

• Propeller Shop (Aircraft C-130)

• Heat Treatment Process

• CNC (Computer Numerical Control) & Sheet Metal Process

• Robotic Process (Blasting and Painting)


